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My Hero
2008-05-13

a collection of essays by children whose parents are serving or have served in the united states military

Happy Anniversary My Hero
2019-05-18

military appreciation notebook journal diary a novelty design notebook for the men and women in uniform to write in share
their combat experience and stories meditate and memorialize their thoughts whilst on deployment an excellent gift to give to
a wife husband brother son and any loved one in the military

Welcome Home My Hero
2019-05-18

military appreciation notebook journal diary a novelty design notebook for the men and women in uniform to write in share
their combat experience and stories meditate and memorialize their thoughts whilst on deployment an excellent gift to give to
a wife husband brother son and any loved one in the military

Forever My Hero
2019-05-18

military appreciation notebook journal diary a novelty design notebook for the men and women in uniform to write in share
their combat experience and stories meditate and memorialize their thoughts whilst on deployment an excellent gift to give to
a wife husband brother son and any loved one in the military

My Hero Doesn't Wear a Cape
2014-04-21

about the book my hero doesn t wear a cape captures the pride and admiration a young boy feels for his hero his dad the
soldier this book realistically depicts through the eyes of a young boy what it is like to have a parent serving in the military he
witnesses strangers who come up and shake his dad s hand he views his dad marching in parades he watches with the world as
his father leaves for faraway places to help others in need and he witnesses the strength of his mother when his dad is home
the young boy describes the softer gentler human side of his real life hero that only his family knows my hero doesn t wear a
cape truly touches on the unique experiences military families share it is honest it its portrayal of how the families of military
men and women also serve their country author royalties will be donated to charitable organizations who support us military
veterans and their families about the author gloria canada grew up as one of four children in a military family the pride
strength and determination she witnessed in both her mother and father during their many moves and her father s deployment
to vietnam helped to create the strong commitment she has to the many challenges military families face she has spent over
thirty years in the field of education working as a teacher principal and consultant she earned her doctorate from texas a m
university gloria has two grown sons charles and eric and lives with her husband tom and their dog chula in san antonio texas

Happy Birthday My Hero
2019-05-18

military appreciation notebook journal diary a novelty design notebook for the men and women in uniform to write in share
their combat experience and stories meditate and memorialize their thoughts whilst on deployment an excellent gift to give to
a wife husband brother son and any loved one in the military

My Hero Wears Combat Boots
2019-04-07

pretty notebook or journal for military spouses of deployed armed forces members being a military spouse is hard work being
away from the person you love and waiting for them to return is a special challenge for these unsung heroes and heroines
being able to sit and write your thoughts down in this beautifully made and thoughtful book can help the time past and can be
something to share when your loved one returns this book is a great deployment gift for wife teenage girls mothers of deployed
soldiers sisters grandmothers fiances take a look inside on amazon to see this is a unique book allowing room for writing
doodling and more

My Hero Doesn't Wear a Cape
2013-11-30

realistically depicts through the eyes of a young boy and girl what it is like to have a parent serving in the military p 4 of cover

My Military Hero
2014-09-22
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rayne has had an extremely hard life ever since she turned eighteen she was first kicked out of her home and had to live on the
streets for a year she now lives in the bad part of town where there are gangs and robberies every day her life changes one day
when she is working at the local diner and a group of military men sit at one of her tables one of them takes a liking to her and
wants to her hero but will she let him in or push him away just like everyone else in her life come on a journey of love betrayal
and learning to trust

My Daddy is My Hero
2019-11-25

funny notebook gift use the look inside feature only available to website users to get a feel of this high quality notebook this
notebook contains 110 pages to write on this provides plenty of space for the user to write and doodle other features 110 pages
sized 6 x 9 inches for males and females white pages a5 faint ruled lines colorful design cover great gift for a family member or
friend great for home school or office use this notebook is designed exclusively by army gifts and will be quickly shipped by
amazon when ordered click add to cart to purchase this perfect gift for your family or friends

My Dad My Hero - Notebook
2019-03-11

does your heart swell with pride every time you see your military spouse in formation or up for promotion if you ve ever wiped
away tears as you ve heard the national anthem play or experienced both the joy and sorrows associated with being a military
spouse this journal is for you it also makes a great gift for friends loved ones or colleagues married to a member of the military
journal features this journal is a simple lined notebook without any prompts and is therefore flexible write as often as you d like
as much or little as you d like about whatever you want to write about is 100 pages long 50 pages printed on front and back at
6 x9 it s the perfect size to tuck into a purse backpack or computer case was lovingly designed in the usa by a retired military
wife makes a great gift for any patriot including military members and their spouses as well as regular americans that love
their country show your love for military personnel by scrolling up to the top of this page and clicking on the buy button today

My Hero Wears Combat Boots Journal: Military College Rule Notebook,
Great Gift for Military Spouse Appreciation Day
2018-11-20

get the first four books in the new york times bestselling delta force heroes series all in one action packed bundle rescuing
rayne as a flight attendant rayne jackson is used to cancellations but she never dreamed her latest would lead to a whirlwind
tour of london with a handsome stranger or a life altering night in his bed one evening is all the enigmatic man can give her
and rayne greedily takes it despite suspecting it will never be enough heading home after another extreme mission keane ghost
bryson hadn t planned to seduce someone during his layover but rayne is too sweet to resist being a delta force member means
lying to protect his identity which is unfortunate considering rayne seems made for ghost for the first time in his life regret fills
him as he slips away the following morning both are shocked when months later they meet again under the worst possible
circumstances seems fate has given them a second chance if they can survive the terrorist situation they re in if rayne can
forgive ghost his lies and if ghost can trust rayne to be strong enough to endure the secrets and uncertainty that come with
loving a delta force soldier rescuing aimee aimee o brien has harbored a not so little crush on her school s new first grade
teacher since the beginning of the year tall muscled with long hair and a beard and a penchant for wearing silly ties to amuse
his students the man is too gorgeous for words no one is more surprised than her when tony makes his interest clear tony
santoro s time in the military directly influenced his new choice of career and his choice in women he s looking for someone of
substance and aimee has far more to offer than just her adorably disheveled look the very day he finally works up the nerve to
ask aimee out is the day unspeakable violence explodes in the school trapped in the gym aimee and tony will have to work
together to get out with their lives and the lives of the dozens of students trapped with them rescuing emily renting out the
apartment over his garage shouldn t be a life changing decision but when delta soldier cormac fletch fletcher meets emily
grant he feels an instant connection he can t stand the thought of emily and her young daughter living anywhere unsafe
offering cheap rent is a small price to pay for their safety and fletch s peace of mind being a single mother is difficult at best
but renting the extremely affordable space from fletch makes emily s life a lot easier until it doesn t suddenly all the money she
s saving thanks to fletch s generosity is going into the hands of a blackmailer and what little food emily can afford goes to her
daughter annie so the girl doesn t go to bed hungry leaving emily weaker and weaker when miscommunication has emily
assuming fletch is in on the blackmail he not only has to gain her trust but also deal with a man holding a grudge against fletch
and his entire delta force team a task made more difficult when the dangerous man gets his hands on emily and annie rescuing
harley video game coder harley kelso thought a tandem skydive would help her make her latest game more realistic instead it
literally put her in the arms of the sexiest man she s ever seen geeky to the core harley is the polar opposite of big and burly
beckett but that doesn t stop her from wanting to play more carnal games with the sexy soldier when beckett coach ralston
offers to fill in at a friend s skydiving club he doesn t suspect he ll meet a woman who will change his life and he definitely
doesn t expect her to save it but that s exactly what happens when an accident mid air forces harley to land them both safely
she s earned coach s complete gratitude and even more sexual interest until she disappears without a trace with harley missing
a happy ending might not be in the cards for the man who loves her especially when he becomes the main suspect read what
others are saying about new york times bestselling author susan stoker riveting action and characters you ll love elle james nyt
bestselling author if you love alpha heroes and nail biting romantic suspense then you can t go wrong with susan stoker sawyer
bennett nyt bestselling author no one does military romance like susan stoker corinne michaels nyt bestselling author susan
stoker knows what women want a hot hero who needs to save a damsel in distress even if she can save herself cd reiss nyt
bestselling author when you pick up a susan stoker book you know exactly what you re going to get a hot alpha hero and a
smart sassy heroine i can t get enough jessica hawkins usat bestselling author i love reading about men in uniform and susan
always delivers the full package kayti mcgee susan writes the perfect blend of tough alpha heroes and strong yet vulnerable
heroines i always feel emotionally satisfied at the end of one of her stories meghan march nyt bestselling author one thing i
love about susan stoker s books is that she knows how to deliver a perfect hea while still making sure the villain gets what he
she deserves t m frazier nyt bestselling author nail biting suspense heartwarming charm and downright sexy characters you
can t help but fall in love with lainey reese usa today bestselling author nobody does intense action better than susan stoker
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desiree holt usat bestselling author another winner sexy and action packed what i ve come to expect from susan stoker cristin
harber nyt bestselling author susan does romantic suspense right edge of my seat smokin hot read all of her books now carly
phillips ny times bestselling author read the entire delta force heroes romance series rescuing rayne rescuing emily rescuing
harley marrying emily rescuing kassie rescuing bryn rescuing casey rescuing sadie rescuing wendy rescuing mary rescuing
macie topics contemporary romance military romance series romantic suspense series mystery bbw romance funny romance
modern romance urban romance texas texas romance wealthy usa today usa today bestseller homeless romance city romance
smart romance mystery dogs in romance lighthearted romance hot romance susan stoker susan stoker romance proposal
proposal romance engagement engagement romance new york times bestseller romance nyt romance new york times romance
sexy heartwarming heart warming family love love books kissing books emotional journey contemporary contemporary
romance romance series long series long romance series army army series former military cop police officer policeman cop
romance wealthy hero firefighter fireman fireman romance sassy strong heroine captivating romance hot hot romance
forbidden love sparks loyalty swoon contemporary rescue kidnap handicap justice single mother texas officer enlisted daughter
shelter claiming defending protect damsel in distress hospital doctor drama action and adventure action romance texas delta
force army romance veteran disabled veteran former soldier soldier romantic paraplegic killeen fort hood bundle anthology box
set other readers of stoker s books enjoyed books by riley edwards caitlyn o leary maryann jordan dale mayer lynn raye harris
cat johnson alexis abbott meli raine nicole elliot lori ryan meghan march kristin ashley kris michaels brittney sahin sharon
hamilton catherine cowles lexi blake piper davenport abbie zanders lani lynn vale and kristen proby

Delta Force Heroes Box Set One: A Military Romantic Suspense Collection
2020-02-26

i wanted to share a little bit of my life with the members of the united states armed forces and civilian employees in the united
states and around the globe supporting those who serve it s important to understand what role we as civilians play in the
overall objective of the mission i ve had both an honor and privilege in getting to know the many service members i ve
encountered thanks to the multiple installations i ve served under as i reflect on all of my memories i believe that it would not
have been possible for my success within my career field if it were not for all of the support and mentoring i have received
throughout my life working alongside our service members it is my hope that many other civilian employees realize their true
potential in whatever role they play within their programs

The Military Lifeguard
2024-05-12

engage your little one s imagination with my hero mom military coloring book this unique coloring book celebrates the bravery
and sacrifice of military moms featuring captivating illustrations of heroic women in uniform with 30 intricate designs
showcasing various military roles and settings each page is thoughtfully crafted to inspire patriotism and appreciation for the
courageous women who serve our country whether it s a fighter pilot soaring through the skies or a navy seal on a daring
mission every illustration tells a story of resilience and dedication perfect for children ages 4 to 15 this coloring book
encourages artistic expression while teaching valuable lessons about honor duty and love of country let your child s creativity
soar as they bring these inspiring scenes to life with color key features 30 detailed illustrations of military moms in action
unique and engaging designs suitable for children ages 4 to 15 promotes patriotism appreciation and creativity ideal for
coloring with crayons colored pencils or markers perfect gift for military families veterans day or any occasion give your child a
coloring adventure they ll never forget with my hero mom military coloring book

My Hero Mom Military Coloring Book for Kids
2018-08-09

mothers of the military examines the distinctive kinds of support required during an increasingly privatized war specifically
material moral and healthcare support mothers are a particularly key part of the current support system for service members
and wendy christensen follows the mothers of u s service members in the war on terrorism through the stages of recruitment
deployment and post deployment bringing to light the experiences and stories of women who are largely invisible during war
the mothers of service members over 2 5 million members of the u s military have deployed to iraq or afghanistan during the
now 16 year long war each service member has loved ones spouses parents and children who provide necessary emotional and
physical support during deployment this book has three goals the first is to make mothers experiences during wartime visible
the second is to interrogate what support means during war finally it examines the impact of war support on mothers political
participation ideally civilians provide moral approval of war patriotism and extend understanding and appreciation of the
sacrifice enlistees and their families are making but in these long wars public and political approval has plummeted it is not
surprising this narrow slice of americans dealing with the daily realities of war feels increasingly separate from civilians
military families are isolated from those americans who are able to ignore the war or offer superficial expressions of patriotic
gratitude mothers occupy a complex gendered location during wartime even though women are now serving in combat
positions women have historically held down the home front where family labor is still assigned disproportionately to women
however the military does not treat mothers and fathers equally the military assumes fathers will be supportive of service and
calls on them to be proud of the courageous decision their child has made they consider mothers on the other hand potential
impediments to service not wanting their child in harm s way through each stage of service mothers take on different kinds of
support for their child for the military and for war policy at each stage of war mothers are prescribed a gendered support
position in recruitment material the military assumes mothers will be emotional and worried about enlistment so they appeal to
mother s love and need for their child to be safe during deployment mothers provide supplies and moral support declining
enlistment numbers and a long war have led to multiple deployments and unprecedented burdens on military families these
mothers step in to help with childcare and finances furthermore mothers are overwhelmingly according to military studies the
ones providing mental and physical healthcare when veterans need it as providers of critical systems of war support mothers
bear much of the burden of the current wars war provides mothers a way to participate in the national project but the uneven
burden of being a constant supporter further marginalizes their citizenship the gendered support role the military designs for
mothers is not designed to facilitate active democratic citizenship but rather to make it seem natural that they too fall in line
with the chain of command mothers of the military as a whole asks how the acts of supplying material moral and medical
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support end up so often marginalizing mothers as citizens from the political process and under what conditions do mothers
resist

Mothers of the Military
2022-12-30

this textbook introduces the reader to the field of military sociology through narrative reviews of selected key studies in the
discipline the book provides a guided introduction in each chapter the authors set the stage and then immerse the reader in
spotlights that is descriptions of essential studies that inform the discipline of military sociology the goal is to afford readers a
ready pathway into how sociologists and social scientists have thought about topics in the study of the military and war topics
covered in the book include what is military sociology what does it have to offer in understanding armed forces wars and
societies what basic tools are needed to ply sociological or more broadly social science perspectives for studying war and the
military what are the bio social bases of war what does the spectrum of such societally organized violence look like how do
societies raise and maintain formal militaries what are variations in their social composition and in the profiles of civil military
relations how and why is military organization and war changing so dramatically in the 21st century what does the future hold
this book will be of great interest to students of military sociology the armed forces and society peace studies and international
relations

Military Sociology
2015-12-15

enter the world of the u s army with this title which gives readers an up close and personal look at what it s like to have a
family member in the military through the eyes of a child whose dad is in the u s army this text explores the army s history
modern tools and technology and career opportunities with age appropriate language the text teaches readers about the joys
and sacrifices that army members and their families make in order to protect our country detailed color photographs and fact
boxes offer opportunities for additional learning

My Dad Is in the Army
2011-11-02

a first of its kind celebration of military life 1001 things to love about military life chronicles some obvious and not so obvious
traditions advantages and experiences military members veterans and their families share full of heart warming vignettes
laugh out loud lists stories and quotes from military members and family members and photos that speak a thousand positive
affirmations this inspirational look at those who dedicate their lives to serving perfectly illustrates why it is a profession and
lifestyle to love you ll find practical truths most service members wouldn t want to live without and learn the unique outlooks
services and advantages military life provides military or civilian you ll experience the community and personal growth that the
military offers whether you have a friend or loved one in the military you re a service member ready to head out on duty a
spouse gearing up to take charge of the household a veteran in need of a few good laughs or a new recruit looking for
encouragement this book provides inspiration and insight into the lives of today s dedicated and courageous military families

1001 Things to Love About Military Life
2007-08-15

if your dad or mom serves in the u s military you can bet he s a real lilfe hero this book explains all the great stuff your dad
does while he s away a must have brag book for every military child to share with friends or family

My Dad's a Hero
2020-07-05

why my hero had to go is a children s picture book that brings to life the parallel experiences of a parent and a child separated
by the call of duty journey through the pages as the curtain is pulled back to show the heartfelt voice of a parent leaving for
deployment or as a front line worker children gain a better sense of understanding and responsibility as they tag along with the
main character jared who is on a special mission with pet baily and his cuddly bear with heartfelt poetic words why my hero
had to go offers a different perspective for children to know that they are not alone creating a book that speaks to the voice of
the untold stories was critical to author talitha vickers drawing from her own personal experience vickers puts words to
emotions that there are often no words for and that is what makes why my hero had to go resonate with all readers the
imagination of illustrator keith hobgood opens the door to a world that a child would otherwise never see though each hand
drawn page the nontraditional layout of hobgood s illustrations shows how much a child and parent have in common on a daily
basis this book serves as critical resource for all front line workers military families their neighbors teachers and fellow
students to have a first hand look at a different perspective of families that have a unique dynamic

Why My Hero Had to Go
2015-12-15

the united states army reserves is full of heroes who have dedicated their lives to serving our nation equally heroic are their
families whose sacrifices are just as important this title explores the world of military families which acts as a unique teaching
tool about life in the military the title addresses high interest topics such as tools and technology as well as career options and
the history of this branch readers learn what it s like to have a relative in the army reserves and walk away feeling inspired by
the dedication of our nation s heroes and their families additional features such as fact boxes and detailed color photographs
enhance the learning experience
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My Aunt Is in the Army Reserve
1886

a collection of 4 steamy military romance short stories with no cliffhanger mari me jake langdon comes home from his last seal
mission for some rest and relaxation with his long time girl marianne kent only what he finds sends him into a jealous rage
marianne is in a cheap motel room in bed with his brother henry without really knowing what s going on basic instinct drives
jake with the need to dominate and reconfirm marianne is still his he seduces her into having hot sex in the same bed where he
found her his brother sleeping beside them marianne is shocked to see jake and confused by his attitude as she had turned
down his marriage proposal before he left on deployment however right now she needs his help as she is in hot water thanks to
henry and his mother the seals undivorce jacob sanders arrives home from a heartbreaking deployment to find a love letter
from his estranged wife a package of divorce papers in his in box clearly the mother of his five children has decided to move on
danika sanders has gotten her groove back after a long bout of postpartum depression that started somewhere between the
birth of her now three year twins and her new four month old daughter she has picked herself up and thinks herself ready to
finally deal with her alpha seal husband wrong and wrong jacob and danika have a lot to learn about themselves and each
other before they can either reunite or release each other a secret baby five boys jacob s raw jealousy and danika s hot gay
maid all conspire against the thinning threads of their passionate marriage will an unexpected shooter put an end to all they
hold dear or tie those threads together so they have a saving knot to hold onto her pregnant i m pregnant thyssen skalas a navy
seal in his prime responds to his childhood love charlotte s announcement with a foolish question is it mine which lands him
thrown out on his ass three years later after an out of control downward spiral in the seals he hits rock bottom discharged from
the navy he becomes a contract killer for the greek mob before he washes back up on charlotte s doorstep with a vengeful
target on his tail charlotte jones is stunned to find that the filthy vagabond lying sick with fever in her shed is thyssen the
father of her toddler and the man who broke her heart three years ago even more shocking is that he s no longer a seal and
involved with a mob family his father cut ties with years ago oh and he also led an insane professional killer to her door thank
you thyssen skalas when bullets start to fly and charlotte and his son are in danger thyssen hides his family so he can sort
things out there he ll have a chance to redeem himself to charlotte and hopefully have his one true love fall back in love with
him all over again protected by the hero sabrina has nursed a secret crush on her navy seal stepbrother mike ever since the
two of them met as teenagers over the years however mike has made it painfully clear that he doesn t see sabrina that way but
when a madman from mike s past pins sabrina down as his next target it will be up to mike to protect her while the crazed
stalker hunts for sabrina she discovers to her amazement that mike s feelings for her have become much more than brotherly
when forced into a frightening and potentially dangerous situation sabrina and mike must confront both their feelings for each
other as well as the crazed stalker who continues to terrorize them will they be able to fight against years of repressed longing
and finally give in to their desire for one another or will the evil that confronts them be too strong to overcome

Letters and Addresses Contributed at a General Meeting of the Military
Service Institution, Held at Governor's Island, N.Y.H., February 25, 1886
1899

growing up as a military child i did not have to travel like most military families did my father would always go away to serve
our country in many different places he depended on the family to stay strong and continue with our everyday lives being a
military child i just want to share one of the most important life experiences my dad has given me that s why my daddy is my
hero

Military Literature in the War Department Library Relating Chiefly to the
Participation of the Individual States in the War for the Union
2020-04-21

her world came crashing down when she got the call saying her brother had been killed major samuel griffith was one of the
most beloved and humble marine corps officers to serve in the military as a result renee felt compelled to share her honest raw
and at times gut wrenching account of what it was like losing a sibling to war in this memoir

My Hero SEAL
2012-11-01

my hero my son is a celebration of the life and achievements of sgt andrew j baddick an 82nd airborne divison paratrooper who
sacrificed himself to save a fellow solder in iraq narrated humbly by his father joseph the account begins with a j s birth details
his youth in the pennsylvania coal region and continues through his life defining military service through anecdotes personal
letters and interviews we witness an adventurous teen s transformation into a soldier and an american hero

My Daddy Is My Hero
2003

vital information and resources to help every member of a military family succeed in each aspect of their personal lives

Understanding the Needs of Children and Families Especially During Times
of Military Deployment
2018-06-14

ernie pyle s writings about soldiers during world war ii were always an inspiration during my career as a feature broadcaster
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and writer full of flavor about gi life i followed mr pyle s example of accompanying soldiers during training and participating as
much as possible this magic formula never failed to promote understanding and appreciation of the demands and sacrifice of
soldier life hearing first hand accounts of the pearl harbor attack and the doolittle raid that followed walking along the water s
edge at omaha and utah beaches with wwii soldiers who stormed the shores on june 6 1944 and accompanying paratroopers to
towns like sainte mere elise where they parachuted in the night before and exploring other memorable accounts such as
prisoners of war considerably deepened my appreciation and admiration for the greatest generation applying the same ernie
pyle writing strategy made all the difference in writing about them

Always My Hero
2009-12-21

books for children coping with the deployment of a parent in the military or public service

My Hero, My Son
2007-02

alice baratone brings you into the realm of our military heroes and their families through her poetry along with our heroes
accompanying pictures the poems were written from either her thoughts and feelings as a marine mom or from the thoughts
and feelings of others in our military family whether you are currently serving deployed a family member of a fallen hero a
military family member or a patriotic citizen of the united states there is a poem that will touch your inner soul in this glorious
nation our heroes lay their lives on the line everyday and there are those who give the ultimate sacrifice for our country family
members keep the fire burning at home waiting for loved ones to return for the family members of our fallen heroes they
possess a courage and inner strength that is felt by all who come across their path the military life is filled with fears tears
laughter joy and the utmost pride to be an american this is not just a book of poetry and pictures but a book that will bring
understanding and pride towards our country s heroes and their families many of the pictures were submitted with honor and
pride from those who know alice baratone many simply call her mom b alice baratone s mission through her poetry is to honor
and ensure that our military and their family members will never be forgotten from the serious to the light hearted alice
baratone proudly shares a few poems that adorn the book take a moment to read and delve into the pride of being an american
take a moment to read and delve into the lives of our military and their families take a moment and share this book with others
so that our military and their family members will forever be remembered alice baratone will donate 10 of her own proceeds to
marineparents com and another 10 to american gold star mothers inc

Your Military Family Network
2012-03-21

considers s 745 and 19 related bills to improve administration of justice in armed services

Ernie Pyle Was My Hero
1983

distributed to some depository libraries in microfiche

Soviet Military Review
2005

Mommy You're My Hero
1759

A Military History of Germany
2011

Military Poems and Pictures
1966

Military Justice
2001

Military Law Review
1966
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Military Justice
1966

Military Justice
1994

U.S. Military Operations in Somalia
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